Decaying
States 
thlooTHNEss OF DECAYING STATES
Suppose u satisfies a symmetric hyperbolic equation
where the Aj(t, X) are smooth hermitian matrix valued functions that are equal to constant matrices =1, , for / s 1 ;> r and B E C,,=(i x 1 < Y). We make the following assumptions, (A) Strict hyperbolicit~: the matrix x -gj(t, s).$, has n real distinct eigenvalues for all 6 E W'\O.
(B) !Vo trapped rays:
None of the rays of geometrical optics for (a/at) -G lie over a compact subset of x space (see [?I]). RAUCH AND TAYLOR solution u of (1) with u ] t4 = ua satisfies (1 z4(t)llL~ta+ -j 0 as t -+ ~0. It is of interest to study such objects and we prove the following. THEOREM 1. Under hypotheses (A) and (B), if ~a is a decaying state, then 240 E C"(W).
As in [5] , a big part in the proof is played by the spaces DkO of incoming and outgoing states. To define these spaces; we use the Radon transform R, as developed by Lax and Phillips in [3, Sect. 1 and 21, modified for the symmetric hyperbolic case as in [2] . An important property of the Radon transform is that it gives a translation representation for solutions of the unperturbed hyperbolic system. That We are now ready to proceed with the Proof of Theorem 1. As in [5] , we show that if u0 is not smooth, then (moving the origin if necessary as described below) r,,+u(T) # 0, for some T > 0,
where p > r/Cmin , and Cmin is the smallest sound speed for (a/at) -G, , which is positive by assumption (B). As a consequence of (2) we have II u(t + T)IILz B II u(f + TW+t = II 4T)ll D ,, for t 2 0, which shows that ua is not a decaying state. (This+ argument elcminates to restriction to systems with only one sound speed). To prove (2), pick an element of the wave front set WF(u) as in [5] and follow it out along a ray until the ray becomes a straight line in the free space region {(x, t): 1 x I > r} passing through a point (x,, , T). Relabel coordinates in W" so this line intersects the time axis ((x, t): t < T, s = 0). -4lter r so the perturbation of G, is still in the region / .X 1 < V.
If T is taken large enough, we may assume the ray through (s,, , T) intersects the time axis at a time To < T -p. Now if z(t) is the solution to the free space equation (zl/at)zq -G,,v = 0, with v(T) = u(T), it follows that any neighborhood of (0, To) in [Wn-+i has nonempty intersection with sing supp ~1. Proof.
For any E > 0, we show that u is smooth for 1 x / < -t -E. provided by R, A, corresponds to a/as, and g(A,,"') corresponds to lV(n-l),2+m A W(n-l) ,a . But (@/a~~~) Rfl is smooth, supported in {s >, O>, and for s > E is a polynomial of degree less than (n -1)/2 -m, so
Rf E W(n-1) iz +,n n Jv,,-,, /z . Since fi E nR, 9?(Aam), it follows that CT,,(t)fi is smooth on IW,l+l. This is a simple consequence of classical smoothness results, and is discussed for example in [6] .
On the other hand, since Rfz = 0 for s > E, it follows that L:,,(t) fz = 0
for 1 x / < -t -t, by (iii). Putting these facts together u(t) = rio(t)f1 + G(t)f, issmoothforlxl <-t-c. where A is a strongly elliptic operator of second order, -4(x, D,) = A for I x 1 > r, and b(x) E Caa(l x j < Y). Th ere may be an obstacle K in the ball B, = {I x / < Y}, on which boundary conditions are imposed to make a well posed mixed problem on (0, co) x R"\K. We call L a compactly supported perturbation of the wave equation. We make the following unique continuation hypothesis:
(UCP) If u solves the mixedproblem above and there is a compact set A such that u(x, t) = 0 provided x $ A and t >, 0, then u = 0.
In [6] the authors showed that (UCP) always holds if the mixed problem is well posed for negative as well as positive time. In particular this holds if K = o and the only perturbation comes from variable coefficients. In particular, Rf = 0 for s > 2r.
i4
Suppose the space dimension, n, is odd. If .2f = Sr-') "Rf, the map f ++ Zf defines a translation representation for solutions to (E2/Pt2)u -Au == 0, which is unitary from H,, to L2(R :< F-l). Now D.,' consists of those q with Sq supported in [Y, ,z'). \Ve would like to know that the orthogonal projection off on z),' is nonzero. This will show that the energy of u(t) cannot decay to zero by the same argument as in Section 1. Thus, we must show that 9f is not supported in [-2r, r 
SOME EXAMPLES
The first example we give is an equation of the form Utt + au, -Au = 0,
where a E C,,"(W), a > 0. The a(aji3t) term represents a friction, and is responsible for energy loss. The function u = e-'A v(.T) is a solution of (5) This is not a fluke confined to one space dimension, we will next show how to jack the space dimension up. Consider for example the system (a/i?t)u -GU =: 0, where ,-G=(-:, ;);
on llP\{r < l}. We impose a boundary condition on U = (i), namely, u = 0 for Y = 1. This again has nonsmooth, compactly supported states U(0) that get annihilated in finite time. For example, let o(O) be spherically symmetric and supported in 1 < Y < 2, U(O) = 0. Then U(t) = 0 for t > 1. This example does not have the property that the coefficients are constant outside some compact set (in X,J' coordinates), and there are topological restrictions to so altering the first-order system (6), in such a manner that there be no zero propagation speed. We can overcome this by considering the following second-order system, derived from Solutions to (6) also solve this system. It is easy to alter the coefficients of (7) outside r = 2, in a smooth manner so that outside r = 3 the operators become (a2/at2) -~ A, the usual wave operator. Clearly, this system has no trapped rays. This last example is unusual insofar as singularities of solutions to the mixed problem get eaten up at the boundary.
It would be interesting to classify boundary conditions for which this can happen. It is also tempting to speculate that, other than trapped rays, this is the only obstruction to Theorem 1 and 3 working in the case of obstacles. Examples of disappearing solutions for the scalar wave equation in an exterior domain have recentl! been found by A. hlajda.
